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Forces in Physics
• Fundamental Forces

• Residual Forces

• Collective Forces

Gravitation, Strong, Weak, E.M.

Molecular, Nuclear,  Surface Tension

Brownian motion,   Entropic Forces



Our proposal
• Entropic Forces are responsible 

for present cosmic acceleration
and many other LSS phenomena.  

• Use a covariant formalism of
out-of-equilibrium phenomena in GR.

• Just Quantum Mechanics (QFT),
(Non eq.) Thermodynamics and GR.  



Entropic forces in mechanics
General mechanical system with two components:

• Slow d.o.f. described with canonical coordinates (q, p)

• Fast d.o.f. coarsegrained as a thermodynamical 
system with macroscopic quantities (S, T)

• The interaction between the slow and fast d.o.f. are 

described by the Thermodynamical constraint: the 

First Law of Thermodynamics



Entropy (anti)gravitates !
GREA = General Relativistic 

Entropic Acceleration

Entropy
JGB, Espinosa (2021)

Entropic forces in GR

Variational constraint:  First law thermodynamics

Non-equilibrium  Einstein field equations

Entropic force



Gravitational Collapse

Coeff.
viscosity

Effective Pressure

Maintains the perfect fluid form

Variational constraint:  First law thermodynamics



Raychaudhuri equation for geodesic motion

Due to the extra entropic term in the effective pressure, 
even for matter that satisfies the strong energy 
condition,                 , it’s possible to prevent gravitat. 
collapse,                      , as long as entropy production is 
significant, i.e.                                      .    

Gravitational Collapse



Temperature & Entropy of a black hole horizon
Hawking Radiation

Hawking (1974)
Bekenstein (1973)



Entropic forces in GR
Temperature and Entropy from the gravity sector

• Horizon  H  with induced metric h

• Schwarzschild black hole

normal vector to
S2 of radius r



Quantum origin

Classical (emergent)

event horizon @

JGB, Espinosa (2021)

Entropic forces in GR
Gibbons & Hawking (1977), York (1973)



Cosmology
Homogeneous and isotropic universe

Filled with a perfect (ideal) fluid

Friedmann (Einstein) equations

(F1) (F2)



Cosmology
Covariant Energy-Momentum Tensor Conservation

Also derived from First Law Thermodynamics (in equil.)

On a few occasions (e.g. Big Bang)

entropy production



Cosmology
Beyond adiabatic cosmology

(continuity eq.)

Together with Friedmann equation (F1)

entropic force



Entropic forces in FLRW
Non-equilibrium thermodynamics in expanding universe

First law thermodynamics

Hamiltonian constraint
Friedmann/Raychaudhuri equation Entropic Force



Entropic forces in FLRW
• Causal Cosmological Horizon  H

Trace extrinsic curvature
Causal horizon distance

Emergent

Conformal time 



Cosmic Acceleration
Observer’s causal horizon

Hamiltonian constraint in conformal time
(primes denote derivatives w.r.t.                     ) 

Entropic force term Note:

Matching:



Cosmic Acceleration

Coasting point



Cosmic Acceleration



Cosmic Acceleration



Cosmo Observations
CMB H(z)

SNIa BAO



Cosmic Constraints

GREA ΛCDM

Arjona, Espinosa, JGB & Nesseris (2021)
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Same data
but with 

free:

GREA

ΛCDM



Present Constraints
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Future Constraints
DESI Coll. (2016)
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Entropic forces in SMBH
Accretion onto black holes from the gas around them
will change their mass and therefore their entropy,
inducing an entropic force on space-time around them,
according to Raychaudhuri equations.

At the Eddington limit, the mass of SMBH grows like

Assumption: SMBH continue to accrete mass at Eddington
limit with a rate that decreases with the available gas 
over cosmological timescales,
at least since 80 Myr



Entropic forces in SMBH
Growth of BH entropy associated with this mass growth

Contributes with a constant & negative entropic pressure

where the total entropy is

is the total number of SMBH in the Universe,
assumed constant (i.e. without SMBH mergers)



Acceleration from SMBH
The Raychaudhuri equation in this case becomes

The entropic force term can be interpreted as an
effective cosmological constant term

Consequence: Primordial seeds of SMBH, rather than 
contributing as DM, they behave as DE, due to their
rapid growth, until accretion stops.



DE from SMBH

A more sophisticated computation is needed for the case
of a broad mass distribution f(M) of PBH, and possibly 
different rates of accretion, M(z)

Only a small fraction of DM in the form of PBH constitute 
the seeds of SMBH at the centers of galaxies, and their 
rapid growth induces GREA that we interpret as DE.



PBH could be all the DM
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SMBH growth Farrah+
(2023)



Conclusions
• Non-equilibrium phenomena in GR: entropic forces
• Extra term in Raychaudhuri eq. of grav. Collapse
• FLRW: Cosmic acceleration from first principles
• SMBH growth through Eddington accretion
• BH entropy production generates GREA
• No need for a Cosmological Constant
• Precise knowledge of M(z) & f(M) will give (w0,wa)
• Multiple consequences for Large Scale Structure
• Possible solution to the H0 tension
• DESI able to distinguish  GREA  from  ΛCDM



Backup slides



Real fluids

The 1st law thermodynamics of real fluid takes the form

Relativistic dynamics of real fluids (viscosity & heat)

Is a particular case of the variational formalism if:

with orthogonality cond.

Where  T is the temperature of the fluid
And σ  is the local entropy density of the fluid



Real fluids
In the comoving orthogonal gauge,              :

and

Then the 2nd law thermodynamics of a real fluid can 
be written in terms of the phenomenological constraint,
by making the following identifications:                         



Real fluids in FLRW
Further identification between the 

entropic force tensor and the viscosity tensor 

Where  η  and ζ are, respectively, the shear 
and bulk viscosity coefficients of the real fluid



Real fluids in FLRW
Consider a homogeneous and isotropic fluid in FLRW,
where covariant derivatives are given by               

and therefore the viscosity tensor 

Comparing with the trace of the entropic force:

We find the bulk viscosity coefficient:







Gaztanaga & Fosalba (2021)



Cosmic Acceleration
Penrose diagram Potential

de Sitter



Cosmic Acceleration
Penrose diagram Potential

Open empty universe



Cosmic Acceleration
PotentialPenrose diagram

Trh

Flat reheated universe



Cosmic Acceleration
PotentialPenrose diagram

CMB

Flat late universe
Λ = 0



Cosmic Acceleration
PotentialPenrose diagram

Observer

Flat late universe
Λ = 0


